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 top headlines
 Implementation science 
Malaz Boustani will lead a new
 center that "embeds" researchers
 within the local health care system
 to lower costs and improve care.

 Cancer predictor 
An IU research team led by Murray
 Korc has found blood molecules
 that could help diagnose
 pancreatic cancer.

 Sneak peek 
The community can tour the new
 Sidney & Lois Eskenazi Hospital
 and Eskenazi Health campus
 during an upcoming event.

 editor’s picks
News to Use

 For your information 
Flu shot deadline, cancer center
 website redesign, InScope holiday
 schedule and a poinsettia sale.

Opportunities

 Neuroscience funding 
A new internal research grant
 related to the neurosciences will
 accept applications through Dec.
 20.

Grants

 Grant opportunities 

features of the week

 story

Honoring 50 years

Faculty, staff, fellows and students
 celebrated 50 years of the Krannert Institute
 of Cardiology during a recent gala. The
 institute, founded in 1963, has been
 responsible for some of the world's leading
 advances in the area of cardiovascular
 medicine.

 podcast

'Sound Medicine'
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IUSM Biomedical Research Grants
 and Research Enhancement Grants
 are due Jan. 9.

Kudos

 Cancer care honor 
Bryan Schneider has been named
 the Vera Bradley Investigator in
 Oncology.

 faculty & staff spotlight
 Healing the brain 
Brain surgeon Aaron Cohen-
Gadol's passion for his field drives
 him to make the "impossible
 possible."

 student spotlight
 On the medical track 
Student Asad Torabi has chosen to
 pursue all four years of his
 medical degree at a regional
 medical education center.

This week on "Sound Medicine," Hoosier
 John Green, author of the book-turned-
motion picture "The Fault in Our Stars,"
 discusses the challenge of depicting cancer
 in film and literature. Other topics include
 treadmill desks in the workplace, stroke risk
 and a physician's take on the beauty of
 surgery.

 events & lectures
Pulmonary Research Conference
 seminar
11-19-2013

IU Center for Diabetes Research
 seminar
11-21-2013

15th Annual Arthur White
 Lectureship in Infectious Diseases
11-22-2013

Alzheimer Disease Center pilot
 grant due
12-16-2013

IU School of Medicine Calendar

IUSM campus links
Bloomington • Evansville • Fort Wayne • Indianapolis 
Lafayette • Muncie • Gary • South Bend • Terre Haute
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